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Lesson 2, Part 2 

 

Now, let's deal with that thing I called noise earlier. You see where I recorded my voice, these big 

blue blobs here, that's all I really wanted to record, not all of this other stuff around it. And 

remember, that this center line right here is supposed to represent total silence, this is 0.0 area. So 

let's see how this silence sounds. Might wanna put your head phones on for this, so you can get the 

full effect. 

 

That's pretty loud for a total silence isn't it? Not very silent, that's called 'noise'. We don't want noise 

in our recordings. Luckily, Audacity has a way to deal with this, it's called the 'Noise Removal' tool. 

Let's see how that works, but first want you to just click one time anywhere in the audio to de-select 

everything, 'cause I wanna show you something to beware of. Anyway, noise removal, go to 'Effect', 

slide down to where it says 'Noise Removal' and let's kinda move that window out of way a bit. 

First thing I want you to notice is that, when we didn't have any audio selected, Audacity helpfully 

selected it all. That's what all this dark grey stuff is, it's selected the entire audio file. That's bad. The 

reason why that's bad is that step one in Noise Removal, is to sample only noise, so that the 

program knows what noise sounds like, and it can remove only that and nothing else. 

 

Well, in this case, if we were to click the 'Get noise profile' button, we would be telling Audacity 

that everything that got recorded here is noise. The sound of my voice along with all of the stuff 

over here that really is noise, and then if we actually clicked 'Get noise profile' there and then went 

back up to 'Noise removal' to execute it and clicked 'Okay', look pretty much everything is gone. We 

don't want that. The reason why there's anything left at all, is that the settings in Noise Removal 

have some sensitivity settings and things. So, we want to definitely undo what we just did. Click on 

that, and this time, let's select only some noise, right there. Now go to 'Effect', 'Noise removal' and 

click 'Get noise profile'. Now, Audacity sampled only this noise here, this sort of hiss, and it did not 

sample any of the voice, so that when we click on the 'Effect' to remove the noise down here under 

'Okay', it will remove only the noise and leave the stuff that we want. So, I think the default setting 

for sensitivity here is zero, so let's put that there, and I think the other settings here are default. Let's 

give it a preview first and see what it sounds like. 

 

Ah, you didn't hear anything right? That's because we only have the noise still selected here, so all 

we previewed was, what this sounds like with itself removed, with the noise removed. So, let's 

'Cancel, let's double click here and select everything 'cause we wanna remove the noise from 

everything. Now, go to 'Effect', 'Noise removal', let's put that thing to zero, mine keeps popping on 

there, and now let's click 'Preview'... 

 

"Hi and welcome to the first Homebrew audio podcast". 

 

That sounds pretty good. There might be a little bit of swirling sound depending on what your 

particular computer noise sounds like, and so you might wanna experiment with this sensitivity 

level. I had mine set at five before. That'll take out just a little bit more of the audio. 

 

Let's preview that... 

 

"Hi and welcome to the first Homebrew audio podcast." 
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That actually sounded better. The first time there was a little bit of swirly noise you might have 

noticed after the audio, that is a very common artifact of noise reduction. This time I didn't hear it, 

so you might wanna play with the sensitivity settings there, to get the result that's right for you. 

Let's go ahead and click on 'Okay', and you'll notice that all of the stuff here is totally silent, any 

noise that was in there is gone, and that there is still little bit of stuff left over here. That's because 

that wasn't part of the noise profile. This was just extra little pumps or breaths, that happened, when 

I stopped recording. 

 

That actually gives us a segue into the second part of this particular lesson, which is another tool 

that I wanted to tell you about called, 'Silence Audio', and that's different from deleting audio. So, 

let's do two things here, first we don't really need all this stuff after the audio, do we? So, let's just 

put our cursor here and click and drag all the way to the right, and we simply hit the 'Delete' button 

on our keyboard. That deletes the audio file that's in this track here, that section of it that you had 

selected, and since over here at the beginning, there's quite a long section there that we don't really 

need, so we can select what we don't want and hit 'Delete' and we've trimmed it up nicely. What if 

we liked the timing here, but there was a little bit of noise, maybe a gulp or a lip smacking or 

something that happened right here in between the blobs. 

 

"Hi and welcome to the first Homebrew audio podcast." 

 

There was actually a little bit of a saliva sound under my tongue. 

 

This is the perfect tool for that. Now I don't want to use 'Delete' here, 'cause if I did that, select that 

and hit 'Delete', well then it scrunches up the audio. 

 

"Hi and welcome to the first... " 

 

No, that's not really what I want; I wanted there to be a delay. So let's undo that, come over here, 

'Undo'. And let's just silence that section. I like the timing. If you delete, it messes up the timing, it 

brought all of this stuff over here forward in time. But if we just select that area, I had a little tongue 

click in it. And we click on the Silence Audio tool, you see that it did not bring the rest of these 

blobs forward in time. It doesn't mess with the timing. All it does is it totally silences the area that 

you have selected. 

 

Now let's take a listen. 

 

"Hi and welcome to the first Homebrew audio podcast." 

 

Now you may think that there's a little bit too much space here. So what do we do if you wanna get 

rid of audio and time? That's right, we hit the 'Delete' button that will shorten that gap. 

 

"Hi and welcome to the first Homebrew audio podcast." 

 

That sounds pretty good. Now you know the difference between deleting and silencing audio, and 

we've reduced the noise, and we've got ourselves an edited, cleaned up voice file. 

 

Congratulations, you just completed the next step in learning to produce professional quality audio. 

In this lesson, you learnt to do basic edits to audio files, including adjusting the volume of the 
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signal, removing noise, and how to get rid of parts of the signal by understanding the difference 

between deleting and silencing the audio. In the next lesson, you'll learn to add more tracks to your 

project such as background music, mix it all together, and complete the final product. 


